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Abstract  

The article examines the relationship between Sufi concepts and lyrical images in the poetry of 
Alisher Navoi through the prism of the concept of faqr (nonentity). The artistic interpretation of the 
concept of “faqr” (فقر) associated with Sufism in the poetry of Alisher Navoi is studied by the example 
of his lyrical imagery. The features of the character “fakir”, widely used in his poems, are revealed, 
the functional features of the concept of faqr in Eastern classical poetry are analyzed. The article also 
explores the issues of poetic interpretation of the concept of faqr, based on the terminology of 
tasawwuf. Of particular interest is the consideration of the concept of faqr with such poetized 
characters as the fakir and the king (shah); the fakir and the world; the fakir and the hermit. 
Keywords: tasawwuf, faqr, mysticism, poetry, lyrics, artistic ideas, artistic tasks, concept, 
interpretation, self, gratitude, trust, consent, patience, contentment. 
 

抽象的 

本文通过faqr（非实体）概念的棱镜，考察了Alisher Navoi 诗歌中苏菲派概念与抒情意象之

间的关系。 Alisher Navoi 的诗歌中与苏菲派相关的“faqr”（فقر）概念的艺术解释通过他的抒

情意象的例子进行了研究。 揭示其诗歌中广泛使用的“苦行”字的特点，分析了东方古典诗歌
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中“苦行”概念的功能特征。 本文还基于 tasawwuf 的术语，探讨了对 faqr 概念的诗意解释问

题。 特别令人感兴趣的是考虑 faqr 的概念与诸如 fakir 和国王 (shah) 之类的诗化人物； 苦行

僧和世界； 苦行僧和隐士。 

关键词：tasawwuf、faqr、神秘主义、诗歌、歌词、艺术思想、艺术任务、概念、解释、自

我、感恩、信任、同意、耐心、满足。 
 
Introduction 

Paying attention to the relationship of faqr 
and ideal motifs of the lyrics of Navoi, we can 
see that it is interpreted in relation to the 
following characters: 1) faqir (fakir) and 
padishah (king); 2) faqir (fakir) and dunyo 
(wealth); 3) faqir (fakir) and zohid (hermit).  

Fakir and Padishah. It is known that 
Navoi came from a public official background. 
His father Giyosiddin the Little was one of the 
honorable members of Temurids government. 
Navoi also made friends with temurid princes in 
his childhood. He sometimes had to handle the 
conflicts of claiming for the throne among 
temurids. And sometimes he fell victim to 
combats of that kind. Afterwards, he occupied 
the highest position – prime minister in the 
palace of Husain Boyqaro, schoolmate and 
friend of Navoi, after he had taken the throne of 
Herat. Navoi`s long term occupation of this post 
demonstrates that he was a great public figure of 
his period. Thus, it can be said that Navoi was 
well informed about crown-throne issues and 
public affairs. In the twist of fate, he passed all 
those struggles; in short, he was the one true 
responsible for government issues [1].  

Temurids era is considered the most 
developed period of the culture of Central Asia. 
In that period, especially, urban culture 
exceedingly developed. It is proven by the 
construction of unique architectural monuments 

in the large cities. These are not the only factors. 
At that time, great attention was paid to creating 
spiritual heritage. In particular, the creation of 
the rare specimens of the science and literature is 
known from history as well. Navoi's unique work 
also belongs to this period, the Timurids period.  
 
Materials And Methods 

Navoi`s attitude towards Timur was very 
positive. He quoted a story about Amir Timur in 
his work “Majolis un-nafois”. According to that, 
while Timur`s son Miranshah is ruling Iraq, he 
commits some misbehavior. Timur is informed 
that three officials are guilty for those acts: 
Mavlono Muhammad Kohiy, Ustod Qutb Noyi, 
Khoja Abdulqodir. He then orders to bring those 
three. Two of them (Mavlono Muhammad Kohiy, 
Ustod Qutb Noyi) are brought and punished. Yet 
the third is able to escape, and moves hiding from 
town to town in the clothes of a dervish. 
However, when Timur is in Baghdad, the 
escapee is captured and brought to Timur. As 
Khoja Abdulqodir is skillful at the knowledge of 
qiraat (Qur`an recitation), he, out of fear, begins 
to recite the Qur`an aloud with a beautiful qiraat. 
Amir Timur get magnanimous by the qiraat and 
reads the last line of the following rubai very 
appropriately: 

Havro ba nazorai nigoram saf zad, 
Rizvon zi taajjub kafi xud bar kaf zad. 
On xoli siyah bar on ruxon mutraf zad, 
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Abdol zi biym chang dar Mushaf zad. 
(meaning: angels lined up in the presence 

of my love. Paradise applauded with excitement. 
The angels fled when they saw my love`s black 
birthmark. The dervish addressed Qur`an out of 
fear). 

The line “Abdol zi biym chang dar Mushaf 
zad...” (The dervish addressed Qur`an out of 
fear) of rubai that Amir Timur read was very 
appropriate to that situation. As a result, Khoja 
Abdulqodir is forgiven, and Amir Timur`s high 
spirituality is revealed as the rubai belongs to the 
famous Sufi sheikh Abusaid Abulkhair.  

It is noteworthy that Amir Timur used a 
poem that was popular among sufi people. Amir 
Temur's awareness of Sheikh Abu Sa'id's work 
was an indication that he was well aware of 
tasawwuf concepts. Navoi did not elaborate on 
this, but by narrating the story, he manages to 
reveal the high spiritual image of Amir Timur. 
Navoi praised the intelligence of Amir Timur 
saying “His Grace did not use to recite lyrics, yet 
His Grace read about poetry and prose so much 
that His Grace could quote one line properly that 
can be equal to thousand poems” in his work 
“Majolis” [2]. 

We can also see that Navoi honorably 
mentioned the name of Amir Timur in “Nasayim 
ul-muhabbat”.. In this work, he described the 
meeting of Bobo Sugu q.s. (may Allah sanctify 
his secret) with Amir Timur as follow: “Bobo 
Sugu q.s. (may Allah sanctify his secret) was a 
majzub (distinguished) person of his period. He 
was sohibi botin (the one who realized inner 
self). When Temurbek reached Andkhud 
marching to Khurasan, it is known that he visited 
Bobo. After sitting down, he ate a slice of lunch 
meat at the table from Bobo`s hand. Bobo gave 
to Temurbek a cold slice of mutton brisket. Using 
his intelligence, Temurbek thought to himself 

that Khurasan is the breast of the world, and 
Bobo has presented it to him. Then with that 
prediction, he marched to Khurasan, and 
conquered it.” [3] 

How did Alisher Navoi imagine the 
kingship? What qualities should his dream king 
have had? According to Navoi scholar A. 
Hayitmetov, Navoi firmly believed that one of 
the Temurids could make the ideal king [4].  

Navoi insisted on that to make a true king, 
one must be aware of the faqr`s secret (The 
designation “secret” (Sirr) alludes to the intimate 
relation between the mystic and Allah.). 
According to Navoi, without being aware of faqr 
it is useless to become the king. Because even if 
the king enlarges his country, he cannot reign 
over baqo mulki (eternal world). Navoi 
emphasized that the original eternal country, the 
immortal property is meeting with Allah and the 
way of reaching it is foniyi mahz: 

Shahlig‘ etkandin ne hosil faqr sirrin 
bilmayin, 

Hech kim mulki baqo sultoni bo‘lg‘onmu 
ekin? 

Foniyi mahz o‘lmayin Sulton Abulg‘oziy 
bikin, 

Ey Navoiy, davlati boqiy tilarsen vaslidin 
Oni kasb etmak fano bo‘lmay ne imkon 

oqibat? [5]  
Turning from the wealth of the world to the 

wealth of the soul is the first step towards 
spiritual perfection. To give up the passion for 
the wealth of the world, striving to enjoy the 
blessings of secrets and wealth of the soul is the 
initial stage of reaching divine knowledge. Thus, 
faqr is the first regulation and the threshold of the 
divine knowledge.  

Navoi preferred being beggar in the form 
of faqr to being a king. According to him, a 
beggar`s mat equals to a king`s throne:  
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Shod o‘lubtur faqr ko‘yida Navoiy, 
o‘ylakim, 

Saltanat farshi gadolig‘ bo‘ryosidur aning. 
(BV, 257-b.) 

To soothe the faqr soul is of great 
importance as a means of directing the mind and 
heart to a common goal. Because the goal can 
only be achieved if the soul is focused on one 
point. 

So, it is clear from the verses of Navoi that 
the characters of the king and the fakir come side 
by side that the poet reveals the essence of faqr 
(nonentity) and the kingdom by contrasting these 
two images; as these characters interact in the 
poem, the true nature of nonentity and the 
kingdom is revealed, according to which if the 
king is the owner of a kingdom created by 
human, the fakir is the owner of the kingdom of 
Allah; the relationship between the images of the 
king and the fakir enriches the imagination of the 
values of the people of the fifteenth century.  

Fakir and Dunya. In Alisher Navoi's 
lyrics, the character of dunyo is also one of the 
most elaborate images. He considered “dahri 
dun” that is, the world, one of the obstacles to 
man's spiritual maturity. He says anyone who 
strives for perfection through nonentity should 
not have desire for it.  

According to the great thinker, the sign of 
wisdom is to give up the desire for wealth and 
acquire nonentity: 

Jahonda faqr kasb et, mayl ko‘p qilma 
g‘ino sari, 

Ki, mundin oz etibdur orzu farzona, andin 
ko‘p. 

(FK, 52-b) 
Desire for the wealth leads to ignorance 

and playing with small temporary wills. The real 
spiritual treasure is obtained through nonentity. 

Navoi, in his ghazal (poem), describes the world 
as a young, beautiful bride, and says:  

Dunyo arusi zulfini tutqan ne ogah faqrdin, 
Ganj istamas ulkim, yilon tutmoq bila 

xursand erur. 
(G‘S, 126-b.) 

The “dunyo arusi” (“bride of the world”) in 
the verse is a generalization of all material things 
that attract the human soul, mind, and 
consciousness. In fact, the glamorous look of the 
world, which resembles the zulf (hair behind 
ears) of a young beautiful girl, attracts people. 
Zulf (hair behind ears) is compared to snake in 
the poem. In ghazal, a man who holds the hair of 
the world is described as the one who is not 
aware of spiritual wealth that is faqr. And he is 
considered as one who is busy with holding the 
hair of the bride of the world, but in fact, 
“holding the snake” in his hands. Because those 
who hold the hair of the bride of the world 
(having desire for the world and wealth), are 
busy with as dangerous activities as holding a 
snake in hands. Real wealth is hidden in the inner 
essence of the world. But in order to reach it, it is 
necessary to get rid of the outer elements and 
characteristics that prevent it from reaching its 
original goal. Just as a snake-dragon is placed 
where there is treasure, so the fact of existence, 
which is the essence of divine knowledge, is 
surrounded by external barriers. Faqr is the key 
to overcoming these obstacles. So, faqr is the 
means of focusing on the essence instead of 
trivial things, in other words, nonentity is a 
philosophy of essence.  

The poet, who seeks to understand the 
essence of real life and explain to others what it 
is, considers it useless to have passion for the 
transient world. He says that anyone who wants 
to be fakir should give up enjoying the world and 
all that is in it: 
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Istasang faqr, o‘rta olam sud ila 
sarmoyasin, 

Ko‘ngulga to evrulur dunyovu mofiho, ne 
sud. 

(BV, 96-b.) 
Mosivalloh – the factor of the world 

causing harm to solik (the lover of Allah). 
Therefore, Navoi calls to combat mosivalloh (the 
world and all belongs to it) with the help of faqr: 

Ey Navoiy, faqr aro qil mosivalloh 
daf’ikim, 

Keldi solik boshiga dunyovu mofiho balo. 
(BV, 27-b.) 

The meaning of “Mosivalloh” is “another 
than Allah, beyond Allah.” It means the world 
and all belongs to it in the poem.  

The symbol of the world`s wealth is gold 
and silver, and the poet Dunyo molining ramzi – 
oltin (siym) bo‘lib, the poet likens wearing two 
gold rings on two fingers to holding scissors in 
hand. However, Navoi interprets this "scissors" 
in the form of a gold ring as a tool for cutting the 
threads of nonentity, and uses metaphor to 
describe his attitude towards nonentity and 
world: 

Ikki barmoqqa tutar siymni miqroz kibi, 
Faqr torin dog‘i qat’ etkuchidur ul miqroz. 

(NSH, 201-b.) 
Wealth and gold-silver are the things that 

destroy nonentity and cut the strings of nonentity 
in the soul. But the world and its wealth are 
limited both in terms of quantity and territory. 
The soul striving for infinity chooses only a state 
of nonentity, because it is unlimited, continuous, 
and the soul can be freed from the narrow 
boundaries of the world only in nonentity: 

Ey Navoiy, davlati zohirni doim 
topmog‘ung, 

Faqr iqbolidurur, ulkim davomi bor aning. 
(NSH, 265-b.) 

Wealth is not permanent. It is not stable. It 
is always flexible. If one owns it now, then it 
leaves him, and goes for another. If today it turns 
out the way one wants, tomorrow it will be the 
opposite. The only way to get rid of this chaos of 
the world, not to be affected, not to suffer, is in 
nonentity. 

According to legends, the legendary king 
Jamshed ordered his men to make two cups for 
wine. One of them is the cup of which wine never 
ends - ishratfizoy, and the other is a glass that 
looks like a mirror showing world events when 
one drinks wine - gitiynamoy. Through these 
cups, Jamshid became aware of the world and, 
attained the highest rank among kings. Navoi 
likens the broken cup of fakir to Jomi Jam (the 
cup of Jamshed), “even if you give all your 
possessions and wealth, get the cup of nonentity, 
because no one bargains when he buys Jamshid's 
cup, that is, man gives what he has, but he takes 
it” he says: 

Safoli faqr ol, jonu jahon naqdin berib, 
garchi 

Kishi Jamshid jomin sotqin olmaydur, 
baho aylab. 

(BV, 47-b.) 
Nonentity in Navoi's interpretation is a 

philosophy of out of needs, spiritual freedom, 
philosophy of freedom. Navoi wrote taking this 
situation into account: 

Ehtiyojimni ulustin uz, Xudoyo, faqr ila, 
Uyla faqrkim, anga bo‘lmas xudog‘a 

ehtiyoj. 
(FK, 71-b.) 

The “ulus” in the verse is a generalized 
image of the world, in particular, by virtue of 
nonentity, the one who is disconnected from the 
people and the need of the world needs no one 
but Allah. But the lyrical protagonist, even 
dreams of the fate of needlessness to God 
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continuing to rise. This status is also due to 
nonentity, which requires the completion of it. 
The perfect fakir no longer needs God, as he is 
one with God. Nonentity, which begins with a 
lack of need for the world, ends with attachment 
to God, Haqq (Truth). Needlessness for the 
world is fanoi filloh, and attachment to God is 
baqoi billoh. He who attains the status of Baqai 
Billah is placed in Haqq, and there is no need for 
him to seek Allah from outside [6]. 
 
Results And Discussion 

At this point, we need to look at some 
sources to realize a deeper understanding of the 
needlessness. Praising the status of faqr, Koshani 
writes: “Al-faqiru lo yahtoju illalloh” (“The fakir 
needs nothing but Allah”), because need is the 
quality of the needy and belongs to the wight of 
the needy, and the fakir has neither wight nor 
quality. “Al-faqru faxriy” refers to this meaning. 
It is such a nonentity that no one but God knows 
the owners of such nonentity in both worlds. 
Because Allah is jealous and hides His own 
saints from strangers, even from those saints 
themselves. Such nonentity is the status of 
spiritual mature Sufis and muntahi (one who is 
perfect), not the status of lovers (lovers of 
Allah)” [7]. 

When Khoja Bahauddin Naqshband was 
asked the meaning of the words “Al-faqiru lo 
yahtoju illa-l-lohi taalo” (“The fakir needs no 
one but Allah”), he said: "I mean, he does not 
have to ask for anything" [8]. It is narrated from 
Bahauddin again that he was asked, “What is 
“Iza tammal-faqru fa-huwallahu” (If Faqr is 
complete, then it is Allah)?” He said: “It refers to 
the one who attained the nihility, and is charmed 
of the qualities of Haqq.” [9]. So, the one who 
reaches the end of nonentity is considered to be 
reached Allah. 

Muhammad Husayni, on the other hand, 
describes faqr as the attainment of the worlds of 
nasut, malakut and jabarut. But “Iza tamm al-
faqr” (the end of nonentity is the point of 
maturity) is to leave these worlds as well. He 
writes: “Pas har ki, ey mahbub, dar in se maqom 
mutavattin ast – faqr lozimai o‘st. Pas chun az in 
faqr berun oyad “Tamm al-faqr” gardad” [10]. 
(meaning: “O friend, whoever staying in these 
three positions (nosut, malakut, jabarut) is fakir. 
But if he leaves them, he will attain “Tamm al-
Faqr”). That is, nasut, malakut, jabarut are 
positions in nonentity, but the perfection of faqr 
is to abandon these positions (as well as the 
nonentity itself), “tarki tark”, that is, to abandon 
the abandonment.  

Abdurahman Jami comments on “Al-faqru 
iza tamm huwallahi” in “Lavoyih”: 

Ando, ki fano shevavu faqr oyin ast, 
Na kashfu yaqin, na ma’rifat, nayi din ast. 
Raft o‘ z-miyon, hamin xudo mond, xudo 
“Al-faqru izo tamm huvallohi” – in ast 

[11]. 
(meaning: it is the one whose goal is 

nihility, path is nonentity. (Its aim) is neither 
Kafsh al-Yaqin (Certainty Uncovered), nor 
Ma`rifa (mystical knowledge), nor religion. That 
is all gone, and there is nothing left but God. This 
is what is meant by “the end of nonentity is 
Allah.”). 

So, the essence of true nonentity is to draw 
attention to Haqq, which is more important than 
the concepts of Kafsh al-yaqin and Ma`rifa. 
Commenting on this situation, Jami`s student 
Imad wrote in his work “Sharhi Lavoyih”: “Har 
goh, ki fano tamom shavad, ba nihoyat rasad 
muntahiy ba Haq shavad. Va muntahiy va 
namoyati on zoti Haq subhonahu va taolo 
boshad va dar nazari foniy g‘ayri vajh boqiy 
namonad” [12]. (Meaning: “the one who has 
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attained nihility (muntahi) reaches Haqq. 
Nothing but Haqq remains in this world that 
absorbs its existence to the essence of Haqq.”) In 
other words, fakir who has attained the state of 
nonexistence will attain eternity through Haqq.  

Fakir and zahid. Navoi's lyrical 
protagonist, who follows the path of faqr, 
criticizes zuhd, asceticism, renunciation. 
Because open Zuhd (asceticism) leads to Riya` 
(showing off) and Makr (hidden evil plan). The 
lyrical protagonist, who clearly distinguishes 
between the distance of Zuhd with Riya` and the 
closeness of Faqr of Perfection, union with Haqq, 
prefers the soil of faqr: 

Zohido, sen bo‘l riyo avji uza 
masnadnishin, 

Kim, Navoiyg‘a erur faqru fano tufrog‘i 
xo‘b. 

 (BV, 40-b.) 
Why is the soil of nonentity better than the 

sky of Riya`? Because: 
Faqr ko‘yi tufrog‘ikim, uldur iksiri hayot, 
Jon berib, ko‘z yoriturcha olsang, 

olmishsen uchuz. 
 (BV, 160-b.) 

“The soil of nonentity is the elixir of life, 
even if you get it, at least, to the extent that it can 
be perceived by the eye (as far as the eye can see, 
i.e. very little) by giving your life, you will have 
got it much cheaper,” says the poet. The elixir of 
life is not just emphasized. It is only through the 
prism of faqr that the true meaning of life is 
revealed. The essence of life becomes clear only 
when the soul is cleansed of the desires and needs 
of the self. Faqr destroys everything except the 
essence. In fact, faqr is necessary to see, 
understand and achieve the essence of life in its 
purest form. 

Criticizing the ascetic, Navoi accuses him 
of being left in the shell of his asceticism, of 

exchanging the original goal for asceticism, and 
of knowing that it consists only of renunciation. 
According to him, the difference between Fakir 
and Zahid is that zahid aims at asceticism, and 
fakir targets Fano (perfection and the meeting 
with Allah): 

Boisi maqsud zohid – zuhd qildi, men – 
fano, 

Faqr iqbolidin ul mushkulni oson ayladim. 
(BV, 298-b.) 

The advantage of faqr is bringing the Lover 
closer to the Meeting, and the disadvantage of 
Zuhd is that it distracts one from one's true 
purpose. 

Some scholars have linked the emergence 
of concepts such as secret dhikr (remembrance) 
in the Naqshbandi order, “Dil ba yoru dast ba 
kor,” and “Khilvat dar anjuman” with 
Malamatism [13]. However, the Naqshbandis 
tightened these notions in Malamatiyya to the 
level of a rule. In general, Naqshbandi teachings 
are based on the principle of generalization and 
synthesis of advanced ideas of all orders. In this 
sense, the syncretism of Alisher Navoi's work is 
essentially similar to the Naqshbandi teachings. 

Sulami called the Malamatis the highest 
category, and determined Abu Hafs Haddad (d. 
270/886), Hamdul al-Qassar (d. 271/887), and 
Said bin Ismail al-Khairi (d. 298/910) as the 
founders of this movement. Sahl al-Tustari, 
Yahya Mu'adh al-Razi, and Abu Yazid al-
Bistami also contributed to the spread of 
Malamatism. J.S. Trimingham points out that 
since the preceding three men were from 
Nishapur, the roots of Malomatism go back to 
Nishapur, and this sect is not radically different 
from Tasawuf, but Malomatia is the Nishapur 
school of Sufism [14]. 
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So, in conclusion, it can be said that in 
Navoi's lyrics, characters such as kingship 
(padishah), world (dunya), asceticism (zuhd) are 
interpreted in the most, directly or indirectly 
related to the image of Faqr (nonentity). This is 
because Faqr is a philosophy of essence [15]. 

The infinity of Navoi's views on faqr is due 
to the fact that faqr is an infinite idea, an endless 
philosophy. Feeling this, the poet wrote in one of 
his ghazals: 

Faqr erur bir lafzu 
sharhi yozilur yuz ming 
kitob,  
Ne uchunkim xush kelur 
ayturda itnobi aning. 

(NSH, 257-b.) 
The word itnob is defined in the dictionary 

as a long pronunciation of a word, or a word that 
has such pronunciation [16]. The verse refers to 
the long pronunciation of the word faqr. In fact, 
in the genre of Aruz, the word “faqr” has a long 
hija (syllable). “In the same way, the essence of 
faqr is infinite and long lasting,” says the poet. 
The issue of the "continuity" of faqr is revealed 
by Navoi in another ghazal in comparison with 
zahiri (external) world: 

Ey Navoiy, davlati 
zohirni doim 
topmog‘ung, 
Faqr iqbolidurur, ulkim 
davomi bor aning. 

(NSH, 265-b.) 
Conclusion 

Paying attention to the connection of Faqr 
with the world of ideas and motifs of Navoi's 
lyrics, we see that it is interpreted in contrast with 
the images of the king (padishah), the world 
(dunya) and the hermit (zahid). Navoi insisted on 
that to be a true king, one must be aware of the 
faqr`s secret, and without being aware of faqr it 

is useless to become the king. Because the 
kingdom of the king is adam, the property 
doomed to nihility. And the kingdom of faqr is 
eternal, lasting property, existance. Its eternity is 
determined by the meeting with Haqq, only the 
union with Allah is eternal, and faqr leads to it, 
to the union with Haqq. The king who despised 
worldly wealth because of faqr is the ideal king 
of Navoi. It reflects the socio-moral, political and 
spiritual function of faqr, it participates in the 
institution of the kingdom as an important 
component in improving the morality of the 
ruler. In this case, the poet, who is talking about 
the king, determines the qualities of equating the 
human soul with “the property of the world”, 
focusing on justice and humanity instead of lust 
and desire for wealth. For this reason, Navoi 
considers begging in faqr to be superior to the 
kingship. Because jam`, wahdat (unity, oneness) 
are the core of faqr, and tafriqa, kasrat (division, 
abundance) are the core of the kingship. That is 
why in this paradoxical situation, the priority of 
the poet-thinker is towards faqr; dunya – is one 
of the concepts developed at the image level in 
Navoi's lyrics. It is the source of the cruelty, the 
chameleon, the cruel, the unfaithful, the filthy, 
the constant annoyance, the anxiety, the 
ignorance, the calamity - these are some of the 
attributes given to the world. “Dunyovu mofiho” 
– the renunciation of this world and the things in 
it are the goal of the lyrical hero who dreams of 
a meeting with Allah, and faqr is the means and 
the mechanism of it. Because in faqr, giving up 
the worldly desires is the first requirement. And 
the result is needlessness - spiritual freedom, 
liberty. The freedom that leads to Vasl (union, 
meeting with Allah) is the only goal of Navoi's 
lyrical hero; Navoi's lyrical protagonist, who 
follows the path of faqr, criticizes zuhd. Because 
open Zuhd (asceticism) leads to Riya` (showing 
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off) and Makr (hidden evil plan). Criticizing the 
ascetic, he accuses him of being left in the shell 
of his asceticism, of exchanging the original goal 
for asceticism, and of knowing that it consists 
only of renunciation. As zahid aims at 
asceticism, and fakir targets Fano (perfection and 
the meeting with Allah), Navoi`s lyrical 
protagonist is considered a progressive character.  
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